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The setting is very important for this novel to understand it. The setting takes place in a large underground cave made by the builder. They made a city in case of a nuclear war taking place. The city has grocery stores, schools, town squares, shops, post offices, any real city that will have. Ember is powered by a massive generator who dies. There is a
greenhouse on the outskirts of the city to make food not in the barn. On the edge is the darkness that nobody must go by. There is pipework that controls all embers water supply. A river runs right through the pipework so Ember can get their water. The setting is very important to understand if you want to understand how they have endured for years and
what their situation is. In Ember City by Jeanne DuPrau, Doon Harrell and Lina Mayfleet know their city, which is underground, will go without power and run out of food soon. Lina, a messenger is the grandson of the 8th Mayor of Ember. He's like every other kid and goes to a City of Embers school but when it comes to choosing a day when you choose your
career Lina wants to be an envoy more than anything. She has an almost dead grandmother and a little sister named Poppie. Doon Harrell is the son of the creator and he works on plumbing works. Doon is a scrawny but smart and cleaver boy. He also went to school with Lina and graduated in the same class. He loves insects and is fascinated in every way
by them. She has no mother or siblings. The mayor is a big man who just cares about himself. He acts like everything is fine and steals food from the city. He has his own bunker in the storage rooms. She wears only the best of clothes and it's the richest person in town. Lina found this old box hidden in a cupboard at the Mayfleets home. It was filled with
instructions that brought the way out of Ember. He and Doon tried to figure them out but the mayor tried to take a box from them so they would have to hide from him and the police. When Lina was trapped she was heading to her friend in the greenhouse. He was hiding there until Doon found him and they started making his way out of Ember. Doon and Lina
discovered a group of boats and candles, which they had never seen before, in the old storage room. Get in one hopeful to leave Ember. Lina and Doon will have to decide whether to leave Ember without their families or wait and have a chance to get caught. Walk out. Pictures. n. d. Wiki. Wikispaces.com. Web. 14. Oct 2014. Above Ember. Pictures. n. d.
Cityofember. Wikispaces.com. Oct 13, 2014. Vagebond's Movie ScreenShots: City of Ember. Pictures. n. d. Vagebond's Movie ScreenShots: City of Ember. Moviescreenshots.com. Web. Oct 13, 2014. Doon Harrow and Lina Mayfleet (found in the script) Increasingly often, and with new jobs they plan to save Ember. With Doon working in Pipeworks
containing generators, and Lina worked as their envoys learned the secrets that would help them find their way out of Ember. When Lina discovered the box behind her closet she opened it and found Ember's map torn and worn. As he pieces together he realizes it shows his way out of Ember, but the only way to get out is through Pipeworks. With the help of
Doon they run through Pipeworks aching for a way out. When they arrived at the end they discovered a river and boat that was supposed to be used by Ember residents. Also they found a journal saying ember builders took 100 adults and 100 children to ensure the human race would survive. As they climb a steep mountain and go out into the world above,
they never imagine that they live underground. They took a rock and tied a note for it hoping someone would find it and come join them in the world above Ember, the real world. In this novel, the City of Ember by Jeanne DuPrau (located in the writer's part) antagonists occurs as the same guy who causes all power outages. From what we know he went by
mayor number seven from many years ago. He is the man who believes that in a locked metal box holding a cure for his illness, he ended up dying and dropping a box in his cupboard scattered 200 years later the box quietly clicked the open states of the novel on page 3. Another antagonist is current leader of Ember Mayor Cole (to learn about Mayor Cole
going to the character section.) He's a selfish person who just wants himself to escape from Ember and by holding evidence from his people. Cimaks are the highest point! The cloak of the story is when Lina and Doon find a map of the way to the world above Ember. The only problem is that the map was torn and ricotted, but they managed to take it back
together. Then they've got into the pipeworks looking for the world above the embers. People vs. Nature is important to the story because when Lina and Doon are trying to find a way out of Ember the power outage becomes more frequent. They know that soon the power will come out indefinitely, but they also know there is a way out it is a race against time
for them, they must get to the world out next door before the lights go for . Also in the book The City of Ember one of the main themes is people vs. people. This is the main theme as Lina tries to find a way out while Mayor Cole just wants to find a way out for herself As he and Doon set aside their differences, they found a way out before the mayor did not.
Also Lina and Doon want mayor Cole to reveal what she knows and shares her secrets with Ember. The result of the story is that at the end of friendship and perseverance is always applicable. For example Doon and Lina aside aside differences and being friends to save Ember. Also They are determined to find a way out of Ember. It just shows that there is
no mater how old you can still make a difference. Ember is a city built for people to live for 200 years. The builder who built the city wrote instructions for Ember citizens out of town after 200 years and got the paper in the box. The protagonists, Lina and Doon, revealed the instructions, however, it was ripped off by Lina's sister, Poppy. Lina and Doon worked
together to figure out missing words to find her way out. Meanwhile, Mayor Cole told Ember citizens that he had found a solution to fix the generator, which has caused severe blackouts across the city. The generator was only built to last 200 years, but it has been 241 years, and food stores and goods are almost empty. Ember residents are taught that
everything in their rural areas is darkness (classified as an unknown area) and nothing else in the world, but that is a lie. Click below to watch the film trailer What will happen to Lina and Doon as they move on a long journey to escape the city's troubles?
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